
Yarok is a partnership program between young people in Israel and the Diaspora, 

which explores the tension between the unchanging, fixed laws of nature and human 

influence on the environment.   As they jointly learn about sustainability, students 

in Israel and the diaspora will build and foster a relationship with one another and 

develop a greater sense of belonging through understanding our shared obligation 

to the earth we all inhabit.

Judaism provides us with many social and environmental laws, which reflect the 

principles of sustainability.  It is natural, therefore, that the world of Jewish tradition, 

and particularly the commandments regarding nature, will be the common ground 

between Jewish students everywhere. But Judaism is not our only source of 

common ground; the planet we live in is one and the same, whether we live in the 

Middle East, Australia, Africa, or the United States.  As a result, our actions on one 

side of the earth influence our friends on the other side. 

God took the man, 
and put him into the garden of 
Eden to work it and take care of it

YAROK



|   Structure of the Program |

Each unit includes joint activities for the participants in Israel and the Diaspora, 
through which the two groups will build a meaningful relationship.  

 This curriculum is aimed at schools who already maintain a relationship 
with a partner school in Israel, or who are interested in building a new 
relationship.

 This curriculum is structured modularly, broken into six units, in order to 
enable each teacher to fit the program to the unique needs of each class 
and school.

 Yarok is structured according to the Jewish rhythm of rest – six units of activity, and
 afterwards a rest in which each group is invited to continue building its relationship
 according to their own rhythm. The six units approach sustainability through the lens
  of Judaism.

How do we relate to nature 
and the environment?

What are the sources, 
prayers and experiences we 
have related to water?

How can one individual’s 
action  create change and heal 
the world?

How does consumption, 
consumerism and recycling 
effect nature?

How is nature reflected in 
our holidays?

What is Shabbat and 
Shemitah? What role do they 
play in our lives nowadays? 

Let There Be Light Many Waters

A Person Is a Tree of the Field Consumer Culture

Holidays and Wonder Shabbat and Shemitah

Contact Us:
Hela Lahar, Director of Israel and Overseas, the Reform Movement: 

Hela@reform.org.il
Arkady Hasidovich, Director of Development, Global School Twinning 

Network, the Jewish Agency: schooltwinning@jafi.org


